ICAM OPTIONS

Separate Column.
Designed by Icam, this wall mounted, motorised column with an
in to out motorised camera mount, provides the flexibility for
Archives who are limited for space. This unit will take the
heaviest camera heads and can be used as a digital or microfilm
camera column. It can be made to any height to suit our clients
requirements and
is
a simple sturdy
easily
serviced
construction. As an addition to the column we have designed a
range of roll in, roll out document bases. Including pneumatically
controlled book handling and large format mapping tables. Also
available is a motorised camera body for 5x4 or medium format
camera bodies that allows remote focusing of the camera while
mounted on to this column. Ideal for digital units that have
focusing control built in to their software.

Roll in Roll out bases
Pictured is one of our base range. A modular
system that allows flexibility of design and the ability to
purchase for your immediate
requirements
knowing that if these needs change in the future
They can be met by your ICAM designers.
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90 degree book loading cradle
The addition of a push in pull out shuttle. Has
facilitated the handling of heavy bound volumes.
Preventing operator injury when combined with our
loading trolley. Books can now be taken straight
from the repository and loaded on to the camera
with the minimum of effort reducing the risk of
book damage.
When used in conjunction with a digital camera
head, this format book cradle provides support for
volumes that will not open fully ( not available for
microfilm )

Book cradle options
Used with the SEPARATE COLUMN or ODIN
systems, book cradles can be made to take any
depth or page size .
Contact Icam with your requirements.
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The Air Shuttle cradle
Icam’s air shuttle module has been developed to
be used either as an addition to the pneumatic
book handling system or as a stand alone system
without the use of a top glass The pneumatic
shuttle moves very large documents for single
page filming and is linked to the exposure system
so that a single foot pedal press will take a frame
then move the document into position for the next
shot. Giving fast production and reducing repeating
movements for the operator.

Flat base option.
The simplest format is a basic flat bed. Ideal for
single page filming. Flat art work or maps. Height
can be specified and other modules can be added
as required.
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